Abstract-Anomaly event detection is one of the research hotspots in wireless sensor networks. Aiming at the disadvantages of current detection solutions, a novel anomaly event detection algorithm based on compressed sensing and iteration is proposed. Firstly, a measured value can be sensed in each node, based on the compressed sensing. Then the problem of anomaly event detection is modeled as the minimization problem of weighted l 1 norm, and OMP algorithm is adopted for solving the problem iteratively. And then the result of problem solving is judged according to detection functions. Finally, in the light of the judgment results, the weight value is updated for beginning a new round iteration. The loop won't stop until all the anomaly events are detected in wireless sensor networks. Simulation experimental results show the proposed algorithm has a better omission detection rate and false alarm rate in different noisy environments. In addition, the detection quality of this algorithm is higher than those of the traditional ones.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks have received widespread attention at home and abroad in recent years. They are commonly deployed in those setting where the inclement condition exists or few probabilities for human access are available. A wireless sensor network is composed of a large number of sensor nodes that are transported by aircraft or automobile and then randomly deployed in the designated area to perform complicated missions. Due to the limitation of the memory space, computing power and communication coverage, all the nodes must work cooperatively in a quick and autonomous manner in order to complete task correctly and efficiently [1] For wireless sensor networks, the problem of anomaly event detection is always a research hotspot. A large number of scholars have successively proposed a series of methods for anomaly event detection in wireless sensor networks. Anomaly detection algorithm based on variable-width histograms for wireless sensor network was proposed by Jiang Xubao et al. By the means of data aggregation, the dynamic sensor data are aggregated into variable-width histograms to accurately detect the anomaly data, which avoid unnecessary data transmissions while detecting outliers. The theoretical analysis and experimental results on real WSN dataset show that the algorithm has high detection accuracy, and can efficiently reduce the overhead of network communication. An anomaly detection scheme based on Distributed Machine Learning (DML) was proposed and designed by Xiao Zhenghong et al. In the scheme, the K nearest neighbor algorithm is adopted to cluster all the nodes in wireless sensor networks. Bayesian classification algorithm is used to detect anomaly nodes in inter-cluster, and the anomaly detection of cluster-head nodes is performed by average probability approach. Simulation results demonstrate that the scheme achieves higher accuracy rate of detection and lower false detection rate than the current typical intrusion detection schemes of WSN. In order to improve detection probability of sparse event in the wireless sensor networks, a modified descent iterative algorithm is put forward by Zhu Cuitao et al. The algorithm could adjust the parameter dynamically, and then change the value of weight, so as to accelerate the convergence speed of algorithm. Experimental results show that, comparing with the Bayesian algorithm, the detection probability of modified descent iterative algorithm is improved by about 13% on average in the same conditions. In event detection, the coverage hole issue is studied by Yigal et al. In order to ensure the reliability of event detection, an exact and authenticated scheme based on the distributed k coverage is designed to assure the accuracy of anomaly event detection. The simulation results show that the algorithm, without the help of any location information, can still detect the coverage hole of anomaly event accurately in different network scale.
In addition, An anomaly event detection algorithm based on distributed node localization is proposed by Zhang Yuqing et al. The algorithm could decrease the communication overhead between sensor nodes by utilizing clustered topology, and reduce the risk of single point of failure contrasting with the concentrated detection. At the same time, The algorithm is no need of any known deployment knowledge or hardware. According to the location and neighbor list information from the sensor node, the cluster head in each cluster calculate by filtering and updating its weight, so the algorithm could determine and cancel the location anomaly node. Aiming at the specific features of wireless sensor network and the security threat of routing protocols faced, a lightweight security scheme: KCAD(Kernel Clustering-based Anomaly attack Detection), is proposed by Yang Libin et al., in order to detect the traffic anomaly caused by routing attacks. By using Mercer kernel function, the scheme can implicitly map the traffic feature samples from their original space to a high dimensional feature space where the traffic feature samples are expected to be more separable, and then perform clustering with improvement of the detection accuracy. Meanwhile, in order to reduce the influence of historical data, time dimension is expanded to the traffic feature samples which can better reflect current network traffic situation. Simulation experimental results demonstrate the KCAD scheme can rapidly and efficiently detect the anomaly attack with less resource overhead in sensor networks.
The main innovations are detailed as follows: (a) All the detection schemes need to make use of some prior knowledge currently, such as the network topology, the nodes distribution and so on. It is generally assumed the anomaly event obeys a certain specific distribution. But in fact, it is not possible to obtain prior information in advance and the emergence of the anomaly event is also completely random in large-scale wireless sensor networks, so the phenomena of the omission detection and the false alarm are relatively serious in current detection scheme. In view of this reason, an iterative anomaly event detection method based on compressed sensing in wireless sensor networks is proposed, and the simulation results show the validity of the proposed method.
(b) Anomaly event detection is an important application in wireless sensor networks [2] . After the occurrence of anomaly event, such as chemical substances leak, fire and so on, users often wish the sensor nodes can detect the region where the event occurred as soon as possible and accurately and timely report to Sink. Due to the influence of physical environment and the limitation of the energy or capacity of the sensor node, the existing schemes have the phenomena of the omission detection and the false alarm, which cause the efficiency and effectiveness of detection is not high. Therefore, this paper mainly makes a research on the anomaly event detection scheme in wireless sensor networks, and the successful realization of the proposed scheme is of great theoretical significance and application value for insuring the reliability of wireless sensor networks.
II. THE MODEL OF PROBLEM

A. The Compressed Sensing Theory
The paper mainly adopts the compressed sensing theory to detect the anomaly event. For the convenience of the follow-up description, the basic flow of the signal processing based on the compressed sensing is firstly given.
Let us consider the discrete signal x of size N , which can be viewed as a 1 N  column vector in 
where s is the 1 N  column vector of weighting coefficients in the  domain. The signal x is K-sparse if it is a linear combination of only K basis vectors; that is, only K of the s coefficients in (1) is nonzero and (N-K) is zero. The measurement value of a signal x can be obtained by adopting nonlinear measurement, so y can be written as follows,
where  is a MN  measurement matrix with MN  . Because y is the 1 M  vector and x is the 1 N  column vector, so it is an underdetermined equation to recover x from only measurements y , which its exact solution cannot be obtained. If, however, x is K-sparse and the K locations of the nonzero coefficients in s are known, then the problem can be solved. According to the compressed sensing theory, a sufficient condition for a stable solution for both K-sparse and compressible signals is that the matrix  satisfies RIP criterion and is incoherent with the basis matrix  . So the original signal x can be precisely reconstructed by solving the following 1 l norm optimization problem. The linear programming technology is adopted to solve the Equation (3), so the reconstruction methods include using greedy algorithms such as OMP [10] , StOMP [11] and CP [12] , have recently been proposed.
B. The System Model
In this paper, we consider adopting the system model shown in figure 1 , where the elliptic domain denotes the monitoring area in wireless sensor networks. According to the distribution of anomaly event, the whole domain is divided into several clusters. The little white circle in the domain denotes common sensor node, the little red circle in the domain denotes the node which is the detected anomaly event, the little blue circle out of the domain denotes cluster head node and the little green circle denotes sink node outside the domain. Generally, the number of anomaly events is far smaller than the number of sensor nodes which are detected, that is to say the anomaly event is sparse, therefore, the compressed sensing technology can be adopted to detect the anomaly event. For simplicity, this paper adopts the binary detection model, namely, the information data value of the node which is a detected anomaly event is 1 and those of other nodes are 0. Based on the binary detection model, the transformation matrix of nodes sensing data is identity matrix. In order to satisfy the application condition of the compressed sensing theory, it only needs to make sure that the projective matrix and the identity matrix is irrelevant, which is obvious.
Based on the above system model, the anomaly event detection method in this paper mainly includes two stages: 1) In each cluster, the sensing data of each node is routed to the cluster head node after the projection and the cluster performs the reconstruction operation and the detection processing based on the received measure value; 2) Each cluster sends its own detection result to sink node and a global detection result can be obtained finally. The details of the scheme will be elaborated in the following section.
III. ANOMALY EVENT DETECTION ALGORITHM
The noise in wireless sensor networks leads to relatively large damage to the performance of the data reconstruction scheme based on the compressed sensing. Therefore, in order to avoid the unfavorable factor, a anomaly event detection algorithm is proposed in this paper, and its primary characteristic is: it does not need any prior information, detects the anomaly event by the iteration operation in the noisy network environment and adaptively adjusts detection parameter on the next round according to the last round detection result, so as to detect the anomaly event in the network.
According to the literature [13] , Candes et al propose a weighted 1 l norm minimization method to solve the reconstruction problem in equation (3) 
The weighted matrix W in equation (4) According to the system model in the 2nd section, if the position of the anomaly event is given a relatively small weight value and other positions are given relatively large values, whether the event occurs or not can be judged by the solution of the 1 l norm minimizing problem, as is shown in equation (4) . During the process of solution, it can iteratively adjust the weight value, set up the range of the adjustment according to the present reconstruction result, and detect all anomaly events which have occurred finally.
A. The Anomaly Event Detection in the Global Network Environment
In order to describe better the scheme in this paper, we firstly elaborate anomaly event detection scheme in the global network, then improve it, and further propose the distributed detection scheme based on the clustering. Suppose there are N nodes in total in wireless sensor networks and the signal data of N nodes are ( ), 1, 2,..., x n n N  , respectively. Influenced by the distribution of network node, the anomaly event may occur in a certain node (which is called hotspot in this paper) with high probability, while it will not occur in other nodes.
The main process of the event detection in the global network is: firstly, According to the measure value of each node, the minimizing problem of the weighted 1 l norm based on OMP algorithm in sink will be iteratively solved (the weight matrix W is set up as identity matrix in the first round iteration.), and ( ), 1, 2,..., X n n N  are reconstructed, so the sensing data of each node is obtained. Then, we can judge whether the event occurs or not, according to the detection function defined as follows:
In equation (6), 1 H denotes the occurrence of event, 0 H means the event does not occur, and  is judgment threshold. We compare the present detection result with the last result, and then W is updated in the next round iteration as follows:
In which, respectively. When a designated iteration reaches the maximum iteration times, the iteration will stop. According to the above description, the event detection method in the global network is shown as the following.
Algorithm 1:
The anomaly event detection algorithm in global network
Step1. At the beginning, suppose WI  , the iteration time 0 l  ; Step2. Get the solution of a minimizing method of the weighted 1 l norm in equation (4) and get () Xn after the reconstruction; Step3. According to equation (6), we can judge whether the event occurs in () xn ; Step4. Compare the detection result with the real event and find the error in detection and update W based on equation (7); Step5.
l , then perform Step 2. The algorithm is not stop until l reaches a certain fixed maximum iteration times.
B. The Distributed Detection of Anomaly Event
In fact, the distribution of anomaly event in wireless sensor networks is uneven and some "hotspot" node is more likely to occur, while the event detection algorithm in the global network randomly performs the non-adaptive linear mapping on the whole network data in order to get the observation data. This will bring out the problem that, if the observation data contain much information from normal nodes, this will not have great help on the needed anomaly event detection, which decreases the detection efficiency and leads to relatively large transmission consumption at the same time. Therefore, this paper proposes a distributed anomaly event detection scheme. Firstly, the whole network domain is divided into several clusters according to the distribution of anomaly events and then the detection in each cluster will be performed respectively.
In each cluster, after the judgment according to equation ( The above processing procedure inclines to focus on these clusters in which the anomaly event occurs with high probability. Therefore, it can improve the quality of anomaly event detection. On the contrary, the designated measurement matrix of the cluster in which the anomaly event is unlikely to occur, is relatively sparse in the above processing, that is to say we will perform the relatively little measurement operation on the nodes in these clusters in order to save the energy of sensor nodes. In conclusion, the anomaly event distributed detection based on the compressed sensing in this paper is shown as follows. Step3. According to equation (6), we can judge whether the event occurs based on () xn ; Step4. Compare the detection result with the real event and find the error in detection and update W according to equation (7); Step5. According to the detection results of all clusters, we can get the similar distribution of anomaly event, then update ij  according to equation (8) , (9) and (10); Step6. l , then perform Step 2. The algorithm is not stop until l reaches a certain fixed maximum iteration times.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. The Experiment Scene
In order to test the performance of the proposed scheme in this paper, we adopt Matlab2012 as the tool to perform the simulation experiment, which mainly researches the efficiency of the anomaly event detection in different noisy environments of the two schemes (AE-DA and AE-DDA) in this paper and makes the comparative analysis.
In the simulation of this paper, suppose there are N=1000 nodes in wireless sensor networks related to Gaussian noise. 1000 sensor nodes are randomly distributed in the monitoring area of the range in ( , ) (50 ,50 ) x y m m  . The synchronization among nodes is realized through physical layer and data link layer. The experiment parameter is set up as: the initial energy of each node is 50J ; the consumptions of the receiving and sending unit data of node are both ; the length of each data packet is 1024bits; the length of each control packet is 64bits. For simplicity, we select 4 clusters in the same size without overlapping and the hotspot numbers of cluster 1,2,3,4 are 15, 25, 6 and 4, respectively. The measurement matrix  based on the compressed sensing adopts random Gaussian matrix and the data reconstruction algorithm adopts OMP algorithm. The experiment result adopts the average value of 50 simulations.
B. Evaluation Criteria
1) Detection error: detection errors are described by the rate of omission detection ( m P ) and the rate of false alarm ( f P ). 
where x , X , N denote the raw data, the detection result and the number of the node, respectively. 2) Energy consumption: this paper calculates the transmission cost of data collection, because it makes the greatest contribution to the total energy consumption in wireless network. We suppose that the energy consumption of transmitting one bit in each hop is the same and define it as 1. In addition, if we need to send B bits in the first node of route path, then each new node in the path all need transmit B bits and several additional bits are needed to be transmitted. Therefore, the total energy consumption is: e p P e p Eb    (13) Here, e b denotes the number of the transmitting bits in one hop; e denotes the hop count in the path; p denotes a given path; P denotes all paths or the collection of measure values. In the simulation experiment in this paper, B is set up as 5. Figure 2 and Figure 3 separately give AE-DA's experimental results on the rate of omission detection ( m P ) and the rate of false alarm ( f P ) in different iteration times and under different signal-to-noise ratio condition, where M=250 is set as the measure times to reconstruct. From figure 2, we can see that with the gradually increase of iteration time, m P decreases fast in the first iterations, and then it decreases slowly and becomes smooth finally. Hence, we can get the conclusion: the iteration mode in this paper can get better detection ability in different noisy environment. From figure 3 , we can see, f P decreases also at the beginning, but increases after 10 iterations. Due to the existence of noise, the weight of the hotspot continuously decreases; when the anomaly event does not occur in a period of time, the noises in these positions will be erroneously assumed as anomaly event, which will lead to the increase of false alarm. Although f P increases, it still get a lower first iteration value of f P than that value obtained by traditional method. Therefore, the method in this paper is optimal. Figure 4 and Figure 5 give AE-DDA's and AE-DA's experimental results on the rate of omission detection ( m P ) and the rate of false alarm rate ( f P ) in different measurement numbers and under different signal-to-noise ratio conditions. From figure 4 , we can see that with the increase of SNR, the m P values of AE-DDA and AE-DA all decrease. In addition, with the increase of measurement times, the m P value tends to decrease slowly. From figure 5 , we can see that with the increase of measurement times, the m P value tends to increase. The primary reason is that the increase of measurement times denotes more nodes data are obtained so as to carry on alarm for the possible error detection with relatively high probability.
C. Comparison of Experimental Result
Additionally, to combine figure 4 and figure 5 , we can observe that, when m P decreases, f P increases at the same time. That's because m P and f P is always in contradiction. Low error detection means error alarm with high probability. We also observe that AE-DA has stronger detection ability than AE-DDA and that's because it combines all nodes' information from global network to perform the anomaly detection.
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AE-DDA,SNR=0dB AE-DA,SNR=0dB AE-DDA,SNR=10dB AE-DA,SNR=10dB AE-DDA,SNR=20dB AE-DA,SNR=20dB The rate of false alarm The energy consumption Figure 6 offers the energy consumption comparison of AE-DDA in different clusters when the measurement times is M=250. We can see that the energy consumptions of AE-DDA in four clusters are the same at the beginning and with the increase of iteration times, the energy consumption of cluster 1 and cluster 2 is three times energy consumption of cluster 3 and five times consumption of cluster 4. This demonstrates that there are more "hotspots" in cluster 1 and 2, that is to say anomaly event is more possible to occur in cluster 1 and cluster 2, and we can consider allocating more energy for cluster 1 and 2 so as to make sure of the reliability of the network.
In order to illustrate the advantage of AE-DDA, the figure 7 gives the comparative result of energy consumption between AE-DDA and AE-DA. We can see that AE-DDA saves about 6.5% energy consumption compared with AE-DA at the beginning. With the increase of algorithm iteration times, the energy consumption of AE-DDA is less about 5% than that of AE-DA. Analyzing the reason carefully, we can know that the primary reason is AE-DA algorithm randomly performs non-adaptive linear mapping on the whole network data so as to get the observation data. This will cause that the obtained observation data contain much information from normal nodes, which is not helpful to increase detection rate, but increase the transmission cost and the energy consumption, while the observation data that AE-DDA obtains mainly come from "hotspot" node. Therefore, it decreases unnecessary communication overhead in order to save energy under precondition of making sure of detection rate. Because of limit of the paper volume, the figure 8 only gives the rate of omission detection's comparison results of AE-DDA with the present classical anomaly event detection schemes, including GEP-ADS [14] , CCM [15] . We can see, with the increasement of SNR, the rate of omission detections in the three schemes are all decreasing, where the performance of AE-DDA is better. Under the same SNR, the rate of omission detections in AE-DDA separately decreases about 29%-55% and 40%-66.7% from 10dB to 30dB, compared with that of GEP-ADS and CCM. Analyzing the reasons carefully, we can know AE-DDA based on the compressed sensing technology adopts random Gaussian matrix to perform adaptive observation on each node, which makes sure that the importance of each node's measurement value is the same, so AE-DDA has the relatively better anti-noise ability. Additionally, the result of iterative solution based on OMP carries on the adaptive adjustment of the weight value to make sure that the coverage holes does not exist, so as to get a relatively better result. Anomaly event detection is a basic research problem in wireless sensor networks. This paper adopts the compressed sensing theory and proposes an anomaly event detection scheme based on iteration. The simulation experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method in this paper is better than the traditional one in data reconstruction precision and the energy efficiency. In the next step of research work, we will focus on: 1) we will research the safety and reliability of the data collection based on the compressed sensing theory and mainly consider how to ensure the efficiency of data-collecting and at the same time give consideration to the data without distortion and disclosure, etc; 2) we will further research the event coverage problem without knowing the prior information which can make sure of the reliability and timeliness of the event detection.
